Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Accident is the third largest cause of death in the world. It is a challenged case for many parties to reduce the number of deaths due to accidents. One of the parties is from the automotive field; they try to reduce the risk of death caused by accidents by equipping the car with several safety tools, one of which is the installation of crash box in car structure. Crash box serves as a kinetic absorber during collision, then when the accident happen, the front part of this tool will experience deformation. The shape of crash box is usually tube or beam. It is located between bumper and chassis and the function is shown in Figure 1 .
An analysis by Ohokubu et al, Johnson et al, Wierzbicki and Akerstrom, Alexander et al was performed by expressing it in terms of geometry and material properties. Wierzbicki and Abramowicz combine an approach using kinematics plasticity. Mean crushing load can be expressed with Pm = 38,27 Mo C 1/3 t -1/3
(1)
Where Pm is the mean axial crushing force, Mo = σ0 t 2 /4, σo, is the mean voltage current, (σ0 = (0,9 to 0,95) σu). σu is ultimate tensile strength from the material, C = ½ Research on crash box has been done a lot such as aluminum foam crash box with box tube model [2] , tubular crash box [3, 4] and multilevel tubular crash box [5, 6] . The crash-box development pattern is developed with two considerations: (1) the absorption of kinetic energy and power to maintain the structure due to accidents. (2) The ability to withstand load of axial collapse and bending. The level of folds or collapse regularity will depend on the thickness and rigidity ratio of geometric, i.e. curvature. The larger the curvature (greater geometric rigidity), the more regular the collapse pattern is [7] . To achieve these two things, the researcher developed several models of crash boxes by adding dents or indentations to crash box geometry [8, 9, 10] . These dents serve to form predictable deformation patterns. By adding dents to the surface of the crash box then the force/tension due to impact (initial buckling) can be reduced. Crash boxes should be stable, light, inexpensive, have recurrent deformation and easy mode in the manufacturing process. Development of crash box designs on geometry is required to reduce buckling mode and obtain symmetry collapse mode (folding mechanism), so the energy absorption is greater. In the development of geometry design, this research observed the theme of origami-pattern crash box having dents served as pre-folded so that collapse mode can be predicted and stable. Provision of dents is done by changing geometry of the crash box by adding one or some indentation point(s) on the geometry. The research is then continued to find the effects of these dents. The research is developed into pre-folded patterns on origami that has been studied by Ma J and You Z [7] . They examine the origami pattern crash box with low speed and find that pre folded pattern is able to produce predictable collapse and lead to the increase in energy absorption that reached 92.1%. The next research is performed by Kusyairi, et al [11] , they design the origami pattern crash box with the Taguchi method on high speed impact test, it is concluded that the origami pattern crash box is able to produce predictable collapse mode and the greatest absorption was geometry that has many and thick segments. Origami pattern crash box collision research on the direction of corner collision has also been performed by Bintarto et al [12] and Zhou et al [13] , it is found that pre folded mode of origami pattern capable of producing predictable collapse mode. The development of origami pattern crash box on the addition of origami trapezoid geometry model is performed by Zhou et al [14] the development of origami pattern with reconfigurable polygonal cross-sections model is performed by Filipov et al [15] and the development of origami pattern on Axial crushing is performed by Song et al [16] . In addition to research with finite element software, research is also performed on manufacturing methods, this is done by Ma, Jiayao [17] by Stamping method, this can be seen in Figure 1 , and also done by Li, Siqi et al [18] , indicating that origami pattern crash box can be done using manufacturing method.
In previous study, the origami pattern crash box was modeled as square, however, it must be difficult if it is applied to MPV cars in Indonesia because dimensions of bumper and chassis are different. Therefore, in this research, the origami pattern crash box was modelled as rectangular with sizes that is adjusted to the MPV car. The objective of this research is to find the energy absorbed and deformation patterns of crash box when geometry is adjusted to the MPV car.
METHOD

Modelling
Crash box was modelled according to the size of bumper and chassis on MPV car. This is different from previous research, if in previous research crash box was modeled as square, then in this research, the crash box was modelled as rectangle adjusted to real condition of MPV car, as seen in figure 3 and 4, with 2 mm thick crash box. The origami pattern crash box modeling was performed by taking optimum geometry data from previous research [11, 12] , which were number 3, 5 and 7 with segments of 6, 3 and 5 respectively. The result of crash box modelling design was seen in Figure 3 and 4, both of them had the same dimensions of length, width and height. The different was only on the prefolded pattern in origami-pattern crash-box. The crash box was already adjusted to bumper and chassis geometry on MPV cars. In order to adjust the length and width to the real conditions, so the origami-pattern crash-box design with top view was found as seen in figure 5 . 
Testing Modelling
After designing crash box modelling, then the result design was run in finite element software. Figure 6 shows the meshing process in the crash box. Messing process was one of the important stages in FEM simulation. In such process, the volume of an object was divided in order to be analyzed into parts or small area. This meant, if the meshing process was performed in smaller (smoother) area then the FEM simulation results would be more accurate, and this also required greater computation time and power. In the process of simulation testing, impactor was modeled as rigid body and crash box as flexible. Meanwhile, fixed support was located on the back surface of the crash box. The gravitational force was shown in figure 6 of y-axis direction. Speed impactor pressed the crash box by Y-axis direction. The simulation process was begun when the impactor moved on the y-axis direction and pressed the the crash box, the impactor moved at a speed of 16 km/h. Impactor pressure resulted in crash box deformation. The simulation process can be seen in Figure 6 . 
Material Modelling
In this research, the material was modeled as bilinear isotropic hardening. This meant when the impact occurred, the material experienced elastic deformation followed by plastic deformation. When the material experienced additional loaded, then the deformation of such material increased. This plasticity material model is often used in strain analysis. Bilinear isotropic hardening modeling was made by inputting yield strength and modulus tangent data in the Finite Element Software. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
It is the same with initial hypothesis that pre-folded pattern given to dents can activate symmetrical collapse mode (folding mechanism), reduce buckling mode, as well as produce predictable and stable collapse modes. In figure 7 , if it is seen from the front view, all crash boxes look as if to have symmetry collapse mode, but the differences can be seen clearly in figures 8 and 9. In figure, 9 if it is seen from the side view, rectangular crash box has already experienced buckling at 0.002 s, the origami pattern crash box still shows the symmetry pattern and still able to maintain the folding mechanism, only at 0.01 s, 3-segment origami pattern crash box experience segment shift in its middle part, but this does not happen in the 5-and-6-segments origami pattern that are still symmetry. This is also supported by figure 8 showing from the corner views in which buckling is seen to be happened in rectangular pattern crash box, yet in the origami pattern crash box, the impact force is distributed to its pre-folded pattern, consequently, one of the sides is concave, while the other side is convex. In Figure 9 of 3-segments origami pattern crash box, impact energy suppresses crash box outward at 0.002 s, 0.045 s and 0.007 s, but at 0.01 s, pre folded pattern unable to withstand the impact load, this is different from the 5-and-6-segments origami pattern crash box in which symmetric collapse modes can be formed when there are more segments.
In Figure 8 , form the corner view, the middle part of segment in the 3-segments origami pattern crash box experiences first deformation at 0.02 s with convex reaction, when it is already reached 0.01 s, the middle part of segment is unable to hold the impact energy and lead to buckling. In the 5 segment crash box, the deformation also starts from the middle part, the long section of the geometry forms a concave while width section of the geometry forms a convex. This also happens in the 6-segments crash box, where the initial indentation occurs in the middle part of segment and then it is followed by the formation of indentation and convex respectively in its length and width section of the geometry. It is because every corner of the origami pattern crash box is designed to be opened when it is exposed by impact force that lead to the concentration of impact energy centered in each segment, if one segment is not able to withstand the impact then it will proceed to another segment, that is why origami pattern crash box as seen in figure  8 still has survived segment area even though another segment has already experienced deformation. In 5-segment crash box, deformation is also started from the middle part of the geometry and then it moves to the upper part, this also happens in 6-segment crash box. However, it is different form the rectangular pattern crash box that does not have any corners and segments, so that the impact energy is distributed to all crash box geometry and lead to buckling. Addition of pre folded also serves to reduce collision force the initial impact and has stable characteristic. Based on the visual observation above, it is concluded that number of segment affect deformation ability on origami pattern crash box. Consequently, the more number of segment is, the more crash box can absorb it maximally. 
